We report a highly efficient linear electrooptic (EO) effect of a tight-pitch ferroelectric liquid crystal (FLC) in a microchannel architecture where the FLC molecules are vertically aligned on the surrounding surfaces. Due to the topographic confinement in a large surface-to-volume configuration, the competing anchoring forces exerted by the lateral walls and the substrates impose directly the restrictions on the deformations of the smectic layers and the molecular director. The observed EO effect should be directly applicable for diverse optical devices requiring fast response, high optical modulation, and high subthreshold slope at a reduced operation voltage. # 2013 The Japan Society of Applied Physics T he self-organization of variety of soft matters, including lipid membranes, liquid crystals (LCs), and polymers, under topographic confinement has attracted much attention for the discovery of new physical phenomena and the development of a unique platform applicable to advanced electrooptic (EO) and nanobio systems.
T he self-organization of variety of soft matters, including lipid membranes, liquid crystals (LCs), and polymers, under topographic confinement has attracted much attention for the discovery of new physical phenomena and the development of a unique platform applicable to advanced electrooptic (EO) and nanobio systems. [1] [2] [3] It is expected that in addition to the geometrical confinement effects, delicate surface interactions inherent to such soft matters, especially in small volumes, on a molecular or nanometer scale lead to the structural selforganization and/or instability at the macroscopic level. 4, 5) It is thus important to investigate how the confinement effect as well as the surface interactions affect the structural organization and resultant EO properties of a smectic liquid crystal that possesses both layering and orientational orders, particularly, a chiral smectic liquid crystal showing ferroelectricity. For nonchiral smectic LCs, it was reported 6, 7) that either global constraints imposed by the geometry or the competition between local surface interactions can control the topographic defects resulting from the layer deformations. In the ferroelectric LCs (FLCs), however, the spontaneous polarization plays a primary role in the modification of the surface interactions at a solid-LC interface and is critical for the appearance of a fast linear EO effect. The linear EO effect resulting from the subtle change in the interfacial structural order associated with the layer and molecular tilt in the FLC confined between topographic walls has not been explored so far.
In this paper, we present a highly efficient tunable linear EO effect of a tight-pitch FLC realized by the topographic confinement of the smectic layers and the molecular tilt in a vertically aligned geometry. In the presence of competing anchoring forces in a relatively large surface-to-volume configuration, the restricted deformations of the FLC within a certain characteristic length, comparable to the order of the smectic correlation length, lead directly to high optical modulation with a sharp subthreshold at a reduced operation voltage. The schematic diagram showing the confinement of the FLC in the channel structures is depicted in Fig. 1(a) . Note that in our case, a tight-pitch FLC is utilized and aligned vertically on the lateral walls as well as on the substrates. This is because in contrast to a surface-stabilized FLC with bistability, 8, 9) a tight-pitch FLC is optically isotropic along the helix axis in the field-off state and becomes uniaxial in the field-on state, allowing for a continuous EO effect. Moreover, the vertically aligned FLC is extremely uniform 10, 11) compared with the helix-deformed FLC in the planar alignment. 12, 13) The microchannel architecture was constructed using a replica molding technique. The replica molding process can easily duplicate the information stored in a master such as the geometrical shape and morphology. 14, 15) For the channel fabrication, poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS; Dow Corning) was poured onto a master mold, and subsequently cured at 85
C for 1 h. The cured PDMS was then detached from the master mold and used as an upper substrate with an array of channels. Note that the PDMS material is capable of spontaneously aligning the LC molecules vertically 15) in the anchoring strength 16) of AL00010 (JSR) was coated on the inner side of the glass substrate, followed by thermal curing at 160 C for 1 h. An FLC material, FLC-10855 (Rolic Technologies Ltd.), was filled into each rectangular channel with the width w ¼ 30 m and height h ¼ 5 m by capillary action in the isotropic phase ($95 C). The spontaneous polarization, intrinsic cone angle, and helical pitch of FLC-10855 are P s ¼ 98 nC/cm 2 , 0 ¼ 38 , and p < 0:2 m, respectively.
17)
Figure 1(b) shows the microscopy image of our FLC cell observed under crossed polarizers (an analyzer A and a polarizer P) using a polarizing optical microscope (Nikon Optiphot2-pol). The uniform alignment of the FLC helix along the vertical direction (a z-axis), corresponding to an optically isotropic state, was obtained except for the vicinity of the PDMS walls in each channel. The white stripes along the channel walls seen in Fig. 1(b) are attributed to the layer deformations by the competing anchoring forces in two orthogonal directions on the confining surfaces. More specifically, due to the minimum elastic energy cost, 18 ) the smectic layers favor being bent and the molecules are preferentially tilted within a certain characteristic length. Figure 1 (c) shows the transmission intensity across one channel, between a and b in Fig. 1(b) , as a function of the distance (x) from one of two lateral walls. Clearly, the transmission intensity decays from two lateral walls (located at x ¼ 5 and 35 m) into the bulk region and remains constant in the central region (or in the undeformed region) of the FLC cell. The characteristic length , representing the width of the deformed region from the lateral wall, was measured to be 2:5 AE 0:5 m. It should be noted that is comparable to the smectic correlation length ($2 m), 19, 20) indicating that the layer deformations under topographic constraints are mostly relaxed within the smectic correlation length.
In accordance with the above observations, a simple physical picture of the topographic constraints on the smectic layers and the molecular director by the confinement is presented in Fig. 2 . Here, we focus mainly on a compressive or dilative strain of the smectic layers along the layer normal without considering the molecular tilt and the helical nature of the FLC. Under such elastic strain, it is known that the layer modulation and layer buckling are often induced. 21, 22) Moreover, the layer bending is energetically favored around a disclination or a dislocation. 23) In our case, due to the competing anchoring forces along two orthogonal directions exerted by the lateral walls and the substrates, the deformations of the smectic layers and the molecular tilt in the confined FLC cell are most likely to occur as shown in Fig. 2(a) . Note that the layer bending and molecular tilt will be negligibly small except for the boundary regions of . In contrast to the standard FLC cell shown in Fig. 2(b) where the smectic layers are uniform, a dislocation plane will be developed in the midplane of the confined FLC cell. It is interesting to note that for w=h ¼ 1, a disclination line is expected instead of a dislocation plane as in a cylindrical cell. 24) In designing practical FLC devices, it is important to block the light leakage very [white stripes in Fig. 1(b) along the PDMS lateral walls] in the field-off state. For this purpose, in-plane switching (IPS) electrodes, denoted by red in Fig. 2(a) , should be extended over the corresponding lateral wall into the channel, meaning that the length scale of the extension () should be larger than the characteristic length . Accordingly, the active region will be (w À 2) wide. For h, it is desirable to have h $ 2 when a trade-off between the confinement effect and the magnitude of the optical modulation is taken into account.
Based on the geometrical arguments described above, we now construct an EO cell where the FLC is filled into a microchannel array as shown in Fig. 3(a) and examine the EO effect arising from the topographic confinement. Patterned aluminum electrodes as the IPS electrodes were produced on the bottom glass substrate in the vertically aligned FLC geometry. A homeotropic alignment layer was prepared on the inner side of the bottom substrate. The FLC layer thickness h was about 5 m, which is about ten times larger than the pitch. In our case, was chosen to be 5 m. For comparison, a standard FLC cell having the same thickness of the FLC layer was also fabricated using the top PDMS substrate without lateral walls. The first photograph in Fig. 3(b) shows the microscopic texture of our confined FLC under crossed polarizers in the absence of an applied electric field (E ¼ 0). It was found that no difference in the microscopic texture between the confined FLC cell and a standard FLC cell was observed at E ¼ 0. However, in the presence of a bipolar electric field E ¼ 7:5 V/m in a square waveform, the light transmission through the confined FLC cell [the second photograph in Fig. 3(b) ] is much higher than that through the standard FLC cell [the third photograph in Fig. 3(b) ]. In fact, the optical enhancement is attributed to a rapid increase in the phase retardation due to the confinement and the resultant efficiency reaches a maximum at which the retardation is equal to a half of the wavelength of the incident light at a reduced voltage. The frequency of the applied voltage can be usually chosen as a few hundred Hz (in our case, it was 240 Hz). Figure 3 (c) shows the light transmission for the two FLC cells as a function of the applied electric field. Clearly, the confined FLC cell exhibits three distinct features compared with the standard FLC cell: a higher transmission giving a contrast ratio of about 250 : 1, a higher subthreshold slope, and a reduced threshold (determined from the extrapolation of the subthreshold slope in E). In addition, it is expected that layer breaking at high electric fields observed in the standard FLC cell 11, 25) becomes diminished in the confined FLC cell. We also measured the dynamic response of the confined FLC cell to a unipolar electric field of a square waveform at 240 Hz. At the electric field of 7.5 V/m, it was found that the rising time on ¼ 185 s and the falling time off ¼ 78 s for the confined FLC cell. For the standard FLC cell, on ¼ 189 s and off ¼ 82 s. In both cases, they are sufficiently fast for video-rate applications. Note that in the FLCs, the response times are primarily dependent on the viscosity and the magnitude of the polarization but not strongly on the applied voltage.
From the fundamental point of view, it is interesting to examine how the dimension of the topographic confinement influences the EO properties of the confined FLC cell. As shown in Fig. 3(d) , it was found that for fixed h ¼ 5 m, the threshold electric fields for w ¼ 30, 50, and 3000 m were estimated to be 2.5, 3.6, and 4.1 V/m, respectively. As the channel width w increases, the threshold electric field increases and eventually approaches the critical value (about 4.1 V/m) for the standard FLC cell. This implies that depending on the topographic parameters such as the surface-to-volume ratio, simply, the ratio of w=h, the EO properties of the confined FLC cell can be easily tailored for specific applications. In our study, beyond w ¼ 100 m for given h ¼ 5 m (or w=h ¼ 20), the confinement effect essentially disappears. The enhancement of the EO properties of the FLC cell by the confinement in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) can be qualitatively understood using the simple picture in Fig. 2(a) where a dislocation plane is necessarily developed due to the lateral elastic strain in the boundary regions of . As a result, the central active region of (w À 2) experiences the lateral elastic strain built by the topographic confinement as well as the applied electric field.
In conclusion, we demonstrated a highly efficient linear electro-optic effect of a tight-pitch ferroelectric LC by the topographic confinement in a vertically aligned geometry. It was found that the competing anchoring forces in two orthogonal directions on the lateral walls and the substrates result in the smectic layer bending and the molecular tilt in the boundary regions. The linear EO effect observed in our confined FLC should be useful for constructing a new class of EO devices requiring fast response, high optical modulation, and high subthreshold slope at a reduced operation voltage.
